Know Your Supply Chain (KYSC)

Getting to Know Your Supply Chain (KYSC)©
Easier said than done? Yes, each supply chain is unique and each organization’s priorities are different. There is no
one single solution. The first step is to identify what problems to address. Aankhen has developed a unique
innovative approach to provide the visibility you need to identify the problems that exist without adding
complexity. Aankhen’s experience is based on designing, developing and deploying innovative breakthrough
solutions replacing mission critical global systems for enterprises considered leaders in their industries.

What is KYSC?
Know Your Supply Chain (KYSC) is a service offered by Aankhen. The service provides a non-intrusive and nondisruptive solution to see how your physical supply chain network actually operates in practice. The solution is
applicable to physical movement of goods managed by in-house or outsourced logistics service providers. There is
no software to install. No training required.

Why do you need KYSC?
If you really want to know how your supply chain works, KYSC is the easiest way to find out. If any of the
following challenges are relevant to you, you should consider KYSC:


Improving customer service?



Are you planning to support same day delivery?



New hours of service (HOS) regulations in the US will impact order fulfillment processes, systems and transit times.
How will you estimate transit times to achieve on-time deliveries at scheduled appointment times?



Nearshoring changes your supply chain network. Different processes, new carriers and logistics lanes to sustain the
flow of goods and fulfillment require increased visibility. Do you want to realize the promised benefits of lower
costs of nearshoring?



Do you want to secure and prevent theft of your shipments?



Container shipping costs are increasing $400-$600. How will these costs be compensated?



Do you want to monitor the environmental (temperature, humidity) quality of your shipments?



If you are shipping to or importing from a foreign country, do you want visibility to what really happens to your
shipments in that country?



When there is a port strike, floods or disruption to your supply chain, do you want better visibility?



Are your supply chain KPIs accurate or clue-less performance indicators?



Can your new product launches use more visibility and less stress?



Where are the problems in your supply chain? Process, Systems, People, Service providers or Customers?
How can you improve your supply chain if you don’t know what actually happens?
Contact Aankhen Inc. for a no-risk solution:
Aankhen Inc.
2107 N First St., #570
San Jose, CA 95131, USA
www.aankhen.com
request@aankhen.com

